
Lesson Plan
By Group 8:

Eric, Karena, Kingly, Lisa, Stella

Teaching Guides

Target Students: Primary Level (P6)

Corpus Used: COCA(Corpus of Contemporary American English)

Lesson Duration: 60 mins

Lesson Objectives:

1. To help students differentiate the usage between the adjectives and adverbs of manner

(“-ly” adverbs).

2. To guide students in exploring corpus data and summarizing language use patterns.

3. To provide student with various opportunities to use the language.



Use emoji stickers to review some adjectives that students have learned before.

e.g.

unhappy/serious happy scared/fearful slow



https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/

Teacher Tips: teachers will demonstrate students how to use COCA corpus first, and
then guide students to check out the usage patterns about adjectives and adverbs.





Answering question a-d. Groups can then feedback to each other, explaining the words.

a. Please circle the noun (after the word angry) in the sentences. The first example has been
done for you.

b. Please circle the verb (before the word angry) in the sentences. The two examples have
been done for you.



c. Please circle the verbs (before or after the word angrily) in the sentences. The two
examples have been done for you.

Try it yourself. < : explorative activity >
Now, are you familiar with the use of angry and angrily? Try to summarize the use patterns
of the adjectives and adverbs. Groups can then feedback to each other, The first
example of each word has been done for you.

angry (please list out another TWO use patterns)
Use pattern Examples from the corpus
1. angry + noun/ noun phrase This inspired angry protests on the

floor of the convention.
2.
3.

angrily (please list out another TWO use patterns)
Use pattern Examples from the corpus
1. verbs + angrily Exclaimed angrily
2.
3.

Teacher Tips: after trying out angry and angrily, teachers can give another one or two
examples (quiet/quietly; hopeful/ hopefully) to students to check out the usage patterns
and guide them to summary.



Summary
Main difference:
Adjective -an adjective tells us more

about a noun.

-we use adjectives before
nouns and after a few verbs.
(especially ‘be’ and linking
verbs)

- Tom is a careful
driver.

-Be quiet.
-She gets really angry
because of the broken
cup.

Adverb -an adverb tells us more about
a verb.

-an adverb tells us in what
way someone does something
or in what way something
happens.

-Tom drove carefully
along the narrow road.

-Speak quietly, please.

Exercise: Tick the correct one. （√）
-Tina is a generous/generously person.
Tina generous/generously shared her wisdom with us.

-The clever/cleverly fox hid behind the tree.
The fox clever/ cleverly tricked the gingerbread man.

-The quick/quickly girl won first place in the race.
The boy walks away quick/quickly.

-‘be careful/ carefully’, the coach said to the driver.
‘please check your answers careful/ carefully’, the teacher said to the students.

Here are some more adverbs that can have both adjectives and “-ly” adverbs form. Try to
search for the -ly adverbs in corpus and find their use patterns.

silent patient careful normal quiet immediate

silently patiently carefully normally quietly immediately



1. Watch a video and then play a game.
Link: https://youtu.be/dB2Ff8H7oVo

2. Play an online matching game according to the video.
Link: https://www.educandy.com/site/resource.php?activity-code=59093

Teacher Tips: students can enter the game room via their own electronic devices, if iPad or cellphones
are not available, the teacher distributes printed materials.



1.Additional Exercise:
Write down the correct form of the words in brackets (adjectives or adverbs)
1. Liza is (quick) .She walks

2. Nancy is a(careless) girl. She drives her car

3. The man is (nice) . He behaves

4. He was(bad) injured. He had a accident.

5. They can do the math problems (easy) They think math is an school
subject.



2.Oral task
Task Preparation
For this game, the teacher needs to print and cut out some activity cards. The first set of
cards are common activities. The second set is a series of adjectives and adverbs. Each group
(4-5 students) will need a copy of both set of cards.
The teacher will demonstrate how it is played with 1 or 2 example rounds before handing out
the cards. When students are playing, careful monitoring is important; as with any new game
it will take some students a couple of rounds of play before they get the hang of it.

How to play
Each group is given a set of activity cards and adjectives and adverb cards. Each player takes
three activity cards and one player, who is the judge for the round, takes the adjectives and
adverbs card and shows it to the other players. The judge does not need their activity cards,
and so should put them aside for this round.



Adjectives and adverbs help our stories come to life! For homework, write an ending to the
story from the start of class.

Do not forget to follow the tips from today and everything you have learnt!


